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INTRODUCTION

While the strong majority of our clients have 
elected to proceed with their digital efforts in April 
with budgets consistent with March’s, a smaller 
minority elected to reduce budgets heavily, or 
pause campaigns altogether.

This report looks at these two groups—those that 
“stayed the course” and those that cut budgets or 
paused entirely over the first 10 days of April—and 
compared their recent performance to the last 10 
days of March, to contrast and evaluate the results 
of each approach.

The Upshot: Clients that have “stayed the course” 
have enjoyed strong increases in online visitation 
and outreach through the first 10 days in April, 
largely offsetting the impact of COVID-19.
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TWO APPROACHES
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PROJECTS THAT HAVE STAYED THE COURSE:
● Sessions: +1%
● Goals*: +27%
● Goal Conversion Rate: +26%
● Time On Site: +12%

PAUSED / CUT DIGITAL AD BUDGETS HEAVILY:
● Sessions: -14%
● Goals: -5%
● Goal Conversion Rate: +10%
● Time On Site: -3%

* Goals are defined as form submissions, telephone and email link 
clicks, address link clicks, application link clicks, and floorplan 
downloads. These actions indicate that a user is qualified and actively 
in the market.

** Data was aggregated across approximately 70 new development websites that ran digital advertising campaigns in March, with roughly 50% of those projects 
located in the NYC metropolitan area, 20% located in South Florida, 15% in Los Angeles or San Francisco, and the remaining 15% in Boston / Texas / Chicago. ~70% of 
the projects sampled made minimal or no changes to their April media plans, while 30% reduced heavily or paused entirely.

4/1 - 4/10 vs. 3/22 - 3/31
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TAKEAWAYS
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Comparing 4/1 - 4/10 vs. 3/22 - 3/31

● Clients that have elected to keep their digital advertising efforts active in April have largely been able to 
offset the impact of COVID-19.

● Projects that kept their digital efforts active experienced a 27% increase in goals between April 1-10, while 
those that paused their campaigns saw a decrease of 5%.

● Similarly, projects that kept their campaigns active saw a much larger increase in goal conversion rates (+26%) 
than those that paused (+10%) plus an increase in time spent on the site (+12%). 

● Projects that kept campaigns active in April have seen sessions increase by 1% while those that paused their 
campaigns have seen a 14% decrease.

● This tells us that advertising traffic is performing very strongly during this time and is more essential than 
ever to our clients’ ability to capture qualified website traffic and generate online-based outreach.

● Moreover, projects that keep their campaigns paused are going to experience further declines in traffic and 
goals as awareness and brand recall among in-market users decrease over time.
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